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1. A tuple  in RDBMS is referred to ______of a table. 

a) Record 

b) Field  

c) Table 

d) Key 

2. A field of a table is termed as 

a) Row  

b) Attribute 

c) Key 

d) Tuple 

3. What  refers to the attribute  that can uniquely identify tuples within the relation: 

a) Foreign Key 

b) Consolidate key 

c) Alternate key 

d) Primary  key 

4. Which of the following are used in data definition ? 

a) DML 

b) DDL 

c) TCL 

d) None of these 

5. View all records other than ‘11CD’ class 

a) SELECT DISTINCT CLASS FROM STUDENT; 

b) SELECT CLASS FROM STUDENT WHERE CLASS NOT=”SCIENCE”; 

c) SELECT * FROM STUDENT WHERE CLASS  NOT IN(‘SCIENCE’)  

d) None of these 

6. NOT NULL ensures that 

a) Column cannot have blank value  

b) Column  will not accept any value  

c) Column has a fixed value  

d) Column has a unique  value  

7. To define variable length string which of the following datatype can be used? 

a) Char 

b) Varchar 

c) Nvarchar 

d) Both b and c 

8. which of  the following is/are DML Command 

a) insert 

b) delete 

c) update 

d) all of these 

9. Identify the correct example of DBMS: 

a) PYTHON 

b) C++ 

c) C# 

d) MongoDB 

10. To view the structure  of the table: 

a) SELECT 

b) DESC 

c) DESCRIBE 

d) Both (a) and (b) 

11. What is the difference between Degree and Cardinality? Explain with example?                       2 

12. What is Primary Key and Candidate Key with the help of example?                                              2 

13. Write some advantage of DBMS over file system.                                                                             2 

14. What are  the difference between explain with example:                                                                6 



a) Drop and Delete command 

b) Alter and Update Command 

15. If a database “Employee” exists, which MYSql Command help you to start working in that 

database?                                                                                                                                                   1 

16. Which Keyword is used to remove duplicate rows from the result .                                               1 

17. To display the list of the tables:                                                                                                              1 

18. Pooja a student of class XI created a table “BOOK” .Price is  a column of this table to find the 

details of books whose price have not been entered ,she wrote the following query: 

Select * from Book where Price=NULL; 
Help Pooja to run the query by removing the errors from the query and rewriting it.               2 

19. Write the SQl Queries for the following:                                                                                              2 

Create a table Department as per the following: 

Column Name Cust_ID Dept_Name 

Key Type Primary Key  
Constrain   Not Null 

Data Type Int Varchar 
Size 5 20 
 

20. Write the Sql Query of the following table:                                                                                         10 

Table name:PROJECT 

IP ProjName ProjSize StartDate EndDate Cost 

1 Payroll-MMS Medium 2006-03-17 2006-09-16 60000 

2 Payroll-ITC Large 2008-02-12 2008-01-11 500000 

3 IDMgmt-LITL Large 2008-06-13 2009-05-21 300000 

4 Recruit-LITL Medium 2008-03-18 2008-06-01 50000 

5 IDMgmt-MTC Small 2007-01-15 2007-01-29 20000 

6 Recruit-ITC Medium 2007-03-01 2007-06-28 50000 

 

a) To display the project name,cost of the project 

b) To display all information about projects of medium size. 

c) To display the name of those project whose cost is greater than 60000. 

d) To display the name of those project whose cost is 50000 or 20000. 

e) To list the project size of project whose project name end with LITL. 

f) To display the name of the project in descending order. 

g) To list id,name,size and cost of all the projects in ascending order of startDate. 

h) To increase the cost  by 1000  of  those project size is small.  

i) To insert the new record in the project table: 

                        7,’ IDMgmt-MTC’,’Small’,’2007-08-15’,’2007-09-20’,50000 

j) To delete the record of the project  which id is 7. 

k) Write the output of the following query: 

            Select  ID, ProjName from PROJECT where StartDate>’2007-03-17’; 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


